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CONTINUITY AND QUANTIZATION OF CHANNELS 
WITH INFINITE ALPHABETS 
STEFAN SUJAN 
Block coding theorems are obtained for transmission of abstract alphabet stationary and 
ergodic sources over abstract alphabet stationary and weakly continuous channels in case when 
all data are subject to quantization errors. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Winkelbauer [ l ] proposed a method for proving block coding theorems for 
stationary channels decomposable into ergodic components (cf. also [2]). A slight 
modification gives analogous results for a general class of stationary non-ergodic 
channels termed 3-continuous [3]. 
In spite of the fact that Winkelbauer follows in formulation the traditional ap-
proach which treats source and channel coding problems separately, his proofs 
actually give a joint source/channel coding theorem. Joint source/channel codes are 
designed for transmission of a source over a channel, therefore we speak also about 
coding theorems for transmission. Gray and Orstein [3] show that a good joint 
source/channel code can always be constructed from a good channel code, the latter 
being understood in the usual sense of Wolfowitz [4]. 
On the other hand, the way of constructing good joint source/channel codes is 
somewhat roundabout. First we construct a good channel code without any reference 
to the source to be transmitted over the channel. In the second the source is taken 
into consideration in order to construct the desired joint source/channel code. Thus, 
one expects that a direct construction will require weaker assumptions on the channel 
itself, these being compensated by the knowledge of the source. More technically, 
the usual notion of a block channel code seems to be unnecessarily strong from the 
point of view of the transmission theorems. These ideas have been made rigorous 
by Kieffer [5] who shows that a weaker notion of code can do the same job within 
the setup of block transmission. 
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This observation has the following important consequences. The error probability 
of a block channel code is calculated with the aid of the actual channel probabilities. 
As observed in [3], this requires continuity of the map x \~* vx carrying each input 
sequence into the corresponding noise component. The weaker notion of code due 
to Kieffer requires, however, a weaker continuity assumption. Indeed, we merely 
have to require that the map X \-• /v carrying each stationary and ergodic input 
source into the joint input/output distribution be continuous. Kieffer [5] shows that 
weak continuity is appropriate and thereby obtains the most general class of station-
ary channels for which one would need a coding theorem. 
The aim of the present paper is to investigate the problem of block transmission 
of abstract alphabet sources over abstract alphabet channels when all data are subject 
to quantization. Winkelbauer [1] suggested the way of attacking this problem, how-
ever, a simple combination of available finite alphabet results with a quantization 
procedure fails to work. This is in contrast with source coding where this idea works 
well and results in interesting results (cf. [6] and the references therein). The reason 
is very simple. The structure obtained by quantization of the input and output alpha-
bets of a channel is not a channel, unless the structure of noise is extremely simple 
(e.g., for channels with additive noise where the components of noise are just different 
shifts of a single source of noise; cf. [7]). 
That is why Kieffer's observations become so important. Indeed, by quantization 
of the joint input/output distribution we again obtain a joint distribution, namely 
that of the quantized pair process. Hence, the question reads whether one can prove 
block coding theorems for transmission without reference to the actual channel 
probabilities but merely to the corresponding joint input/output distributions. If the 
answer was in affirmative, then one could combine quantizations of alphabets with 
finite alphabet results and obtain the desired coding theorems. The rest of the paper 
is devoted to the discussion of conditions which make this idea possible. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (A, si) denote a standard measurable space (we can assume that A is a com-
plete separable metric space and si is the Borel tr-field, and let dA stand for the 
metric on A). Let (A", si") and (A00, si™) denote the standard spaces of all n-tuples 
z" = (z0, ..., z„_j) and of all sequences z = (..., z_ t , z0, z . , . . . ) with zt e A; the 
cr-fields si" and si™ being the usual product u-fields. For z e A™ let Zt(z) = z ; 
denote the projection of z onto its f-th coordinate, and let TA denote the shift on A°°, 
i.e., (TAz)j = zi + 1. Let / i b e a probability measure on (A
00, si™). The sequence of 
random variables Zt(z) = Z0(TAz) is then a discrete time random process and the 
whole structure is abbreviated as [A, \i, Z], [A, \i\ or fi as convenient, and called 
a source. If pi = fiT^" then fi is called n-stationary, in symbols, \ieM"A(A). A source 
\i eJi"(A) is said to be n-ergodic if E e si™ and E = TA"E imply that fi(E) e {0, l} . 
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We let Sn(A) designate the set of all n-ergodic sources. A 1-stationary (1-ergodic) 
source is called simply a stationary (ergodic) source, and we shall use the notations 
Jt(A) = Jl\A), S(A) = i\A), respectively. Also, let J4h(A) denote the set of all 
block stationary sources. By definition, fieJfh(A) if /ieJ/"(A) for some n 2: 1. 
Let Y'A stand for the field od all finite dimensional cylinders in A°°. Ve f~A if there 
exist an integer i, a nonnegative integer n, and a set E e stf" such that 
V= C"i(E) = {zeA«\(zi,...,zi+n_1)eE}. 
We write z" for (z„ ..., zi+n_1) and, as above, z" means z"0. Similarly, C"(-) = C£(-). 
Let ft" denote the restriction of n to s4", that is, 
tfE) = fi[Cn(E)] , Ees4". 
The field "f"A plays a distinguished role when A is a countable discrete space so that s/ 
consists of all subsets of A. In this case, "f A is a base for the topology of A°° which, 
being a field, consists of clopen sets so that A00 becomes a totally disconnected space. 
In particular, the uniform closure of the convex hull of the set of all indicator functions 
of sets in YA is just the space C(A°°) of all bounded continuous functions on A
00. 
This considerably simplifies notions like weak convergence of probability measures 
on spaces with discrete alphabets. 
Let (B, @&) and (C, ^) be two standard spaces. The coordinate processes on f?°° 
and C°° will be denoted by X = {X^f=_x and Y = {Y^f=^K. A channel with input 
alphabet B and output alphabet C is denoted by [B, v, C], where v = {vx\xe B
m} 
is class of probability measures vx on (C°°,
 (€^) such that for each F e (€x, the map 
x H-> vx(E) : B™ -> [0, 1] is measurable. We assume that all channels throughout the 
paper are stationary, that is, 
v(TcF | TBx) = vx(F); x e B°°, F 6 r , 
where we use the symbol v(- \x) as alternate for v^*). Given a source [B, X] we define 
the joint input/output distribution or, the double source, [B x C, Av] by the proper-
ties that 
Xv(E x F) = J vx(F) X(dx) ; £ e B
00 , F e T . 
Also let (X, Y)i(x,y) = (xh yt) and (TBxC(x, y)), = (xi + 1, yi + 1), respectively. By 
joining a source [B, A] e Ji"(B) with a stationary channel [B, v, C] we get that 
[B x C, Av] e ,#"(B x C), n ^ 1. 
If A is a finite set, let | |A | denote its cardinality. Our next considerations relate 
to finite alphabet channels unless otherwise stated. Following [5], a (M, n, e)-
channel code for a stationary channel [B, v, C] is a collection <g'(") = {(wi( W()| 1 g 
^ / ^ M} of M distinct «-tuples w; e B" called code words, and of M pairwise 
disjoint decoding sets W] e %>" (as | |C| < OD, the W;'s are simply subsets of C") such 
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that for every [B, X] e Jtn(B) satisfying X"{wl, ..., wM} = 1, we have 
M 
Xv[(X", Y") e U {w,} x Wt] = 1 - e . 
j = i 
Recall that a (M, n, s)-channel code in the usual sense of Wolfowitz [4] is a col-
lection %"(n) such that 
max sup v"(Wf) ^ e . 
Observe that Kieffer's notion is similar to the notion of a Feinstein code as introduced 
in [3]. This suggests the kind of restrictions we must impose upon the channels in 
order that we can get a coding theorem. Indeed, if a (M, n, £)-channel code was 
designed for some input source [B, X\ then its performance should remain nearly 
the same for sources [B, A'] which are not too apart from [B, X]. From the point of 
view of the error probability this means that a small change in X should produce only 
a small change in Xv. A natural tool for measuring the extent of such changes is pro-
vided by the weak topology. Accordingly, a stationary channel [B, v, C] is said to 
be weakly continuous if, for any Xn, X e S(B) such that Xn -> X weakly, we have that 
A„v -> Xv weakly. Recall that Xn -> X weakly if and only if 
PM fáX for fєC'Bæ). 
If | |£ | < oo then X„ -> X weakly if and only if X„(V) -> X(V) for each Ve f'B (cf. 
[8] for more about weak convergence). 
The next definitions also concern finite alphabets. A map 4> : Ax -> BM is said to 
be a block code of order N if <P „ T% = TB
N o <P and for some <P' : AN -> BN, $(z)N = 
= <P'(zN), z e Ax. The process X is said to be a A-block coding of the process Z 
if there is a block code of order N such that X = <P(Z). Observe that if [A, /x, Z] e 
e Ji(A) then [B, n<P~1,X]e J(N(B) provided <P is of order N. Following [9] we call 
a sequence Z, X, Y Vof processes with alphabets A, B, C, A a hookup of the source 
[A , /x] to the channel [B, v, C] if Z, X, Y V form a Markov chain, the distribution 
of Z is ;U, and the distribution of the conditioned process Y| X is determined by v. 
We say that [A , fi] is 5/oc/c transmissible over [B, v, C] if, given £ > 0, there are a N 
and a hookup Z, X, Y Vfor which X = <Z\(Z) and V = $2(Y) for some block codes 
of order N, the encoder <P1 : A™ -> B
00 and the decoder <P2 '• C
x -> A°°, such that 
Prob [Vw # Z"] g £ . 
Observe that block transmissibility in this sense is termed strong block transmis-
sibility in [9], whereas block transmissibility refers to the weaker requirement that 
J V - l 
A'-'XProbfV + z;] = B. 
j = 0 
It is clear that knowing the distribution of Z and Y| X does the same job as knowing 
those of Z and (X, Y), within the context of (block) transmission of the process Z 
over the channel [B, v, C] with input process X and output process Y. 
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3. QUANTIZATION, MUTUAL INFORMATION, CAPACITY 
For a moment assume that (A, s4) is an abstract measurable space. A triple 
(0, A(0), p) is said to be a quantizer of the alphabet A if 0 = {P, \ 0 ^ i ^ ||i^|| -
- 1} is a finite partition of A with P ; e ^/, A(^) = {a,(^>)| 0 ^ i | | |^| | - 1} is an 
arbitrary finite set satisfying at(0) e P, for all i, and p is the corresponding quantizer 
map from A onto A(0), i.e. 
p(a) = a{0) if a e P ; . 
Also let n : A -y J(\\0\\) = {0, I, ..., \\0\\ - 1} denote the index function 
7i(a) = i if a 6«P; . 
The properties of the index function have been studied in depth in [10]. We extend p 
and n to A" and A°° in a single symbol way and thereby obtain measurable maps 
which will be denoted by the same symbols. This will cause no difficulties as the 
domain on which these maps will act will always be clear from the context. Let 
f(\\0\\) stand for the a-field of all subsets of J(\\0\\). Given [A, n] e Jt"(A) (e Sn(A)) 
we have that [A(0), up'1] e .£"(1(0)) (e <f"(A~(̂ ))) and [J(\\0\\), fin~'] e 
e Jtn(J(\0>\)) (e S"'(J(\\0\\))), respectively. Moreover, if [A, n] e .£"(A) then the 
shifts on A(0>)x and J(|^>||)a' have isomorphic n-th powers so that 
H(lip->) = H(nn-'), 
where H(-) stands for the entropy rate functional (cf. [11] for n = 1). If [A, JX] is 
stationary, then the quantity 
H(/i) = s u p / / ( ^ ~ ' ) , 
where the supremum is taken over all quantizers of the alphabet A is called the 
entropy rate of the source [A, / . ] . As pointed out in [10], H(p) is the Kolmogorov-
Sinai invariant for the shift (T^, fi) provided the c-field sJco is countably generated. 
Gray and Kieffer [6] have shown that if (A, sJ) is a standard space then there is 
a sequence of quantizers {(0(m), A(m), p„,)}%= t which is asymptotically accurate in 
that 
lim dA(a, pm(a)) = 0 , a e A ; 
and 
0(m) t J / (i.e., si = a( \j o(0(m)))). 
m = l 
Moreover, this sequence have been constructed by them in some precisely defined 
way, therefore we call it a Gray-Kieffer sequence, for later reference. Using the 




as m -> oo. This is in fact the well known Rohlin-Sinai approximation theorem for 
entropy. Gray and Kieffer established analogous results for the mutual information 
rate. 
Let {(3t(m), B(m), rm)}m = 1 and {(^(m), C(m), sm)}m=1 denote Gray-Kieffer se-
quences of quantizers of the channel alphabets B and C which are assumed to be 
standard spaces. Let m = l and £ e ^(m)
00, P e ^ (m)" be given. If [B, A] is a source, 
we define the double source [B(m) x C(m)], A>>] by the properties that 
fv(m)(E x E) = Av(r,;1E x sm
lF). 
Let 
= lim n 
í[Á>>] (x, y) = 
Á>>{(|, t})\ l" = x», ff> = p) 
!>{(!, d)\ I" - r) !>>{(!, /})| *r = r)' 
where X E B ( I I I ) * , y e C(m)10, and log = log2; the convergence being in L
1(Av(m))-
norm. The average mutual information rate of the double source Av(m) is defined 
as the expectation 
l(Pm)) = I i[Tvim)] (x, y) Tv(m)(dx, dy). 
Then /(lv(m)) f l(Xv), where /(Av) is defined as the supremum over all possible (single 
symbol) quantizers of the corresponding finite alphabet average mutual information 
rates. In other words, a Rohlin-Sinai approximation theorem is valid (cf. [6], Theo-
rem 3). Observe that usually one works with reversal of supremum and limit [12]. 
However, this alternate approach has many advantages, in particular, the ergodic 
decomposition theory known for entropy (cf. [13] and [14]) extends easily to the aver-
age mutual information rate (cf. [6] for details). Let 
C* = lim [ sup sup {R\ rv(m)[/[A>] < R] < a}] . 
E - 0 + keS(B) 
As in [7] one can prove that 
lim C* = sup C* = C*(v), 
ra-oc m = t 
where 
C*(v) = lim sup sup [R\ AV[/[AV] ^ R] < E} 
E - 0 + ASS(B) 
is the information quantile capacity of the stationary channel [B, v, C]. Here, the 
ergodic decomposition is vital. In fact, the key step of the proof is the identification 
of /[Av] (x, y) with l(u>xy), where coxy is the ergodic component in the Krylov-Bogol-
jubov ergodic decomposition of the double source Av (cf. [14] for the details concern-
ing the ergodic decomposition for sources having alphabets standard spaces). 
So far, our considerations included only easily verifiable stationarity and ergodicity 
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properties of quantized sources and double sources. Now we shall analyze quantizers 
from the point of view of weak convergence. 
Let (A, st) be a standard space, and let {pm}„= t be an asymptotically accurate 
sequence of quantizer maps. Let p.„, fi e ^(A) and /An -*/.i weakly. The question reads 
to determine the properties of pm which imply that n„pm
l -* UPm1 weakly, m i? 1, 
There are two natural conditions: 
(a) pm : A -» A(m) is continuous, m = 1, 2, ...; 
(b) for each E e (J pm' "f j { m ) and for each \i e S(A), the boundary of £ is ^-null. 
m = l 
Note (a) is included in (b) because in the former case each element of the family 
indicated in (b) is clopen and thus has empty boundary. Condition (b) actually 
asserts that the maps pm are nearly continuous in the sense that the sets of disconti-
nuity have probability zero with respect to any source fi e S(A) (see [8]). 
Of course, these considerations apply equally well to double sources so that we 
introduce the following stronger notion of continuity. A stationary channel \B, v, C] 
is said to satisfy condition (Q) if there exist asymptotically accurate sequences of 
quantizers of its alphabets such that for X„, X e S(B) with X„ -+ X weakly, we have 
that Xnv
(m) -» Xv'"0 weakly for any ra^l. 
Remark 1. It is an easy task to give an example of a channel which is weakly con-
tinuous but fails to possess the above continuity property. This amounts to finding 
a standard space for which no asymptotically accurate sequence of quantizers can 
preserve weak convergence. E.g., in case when B and C are the real line, the best we 
can do is to achieve that the union of all boundary points of all elements of the cor-
responding partitions is a countable dense set. Then it suffices to choose as [B, X~\ 
some periodic ergodic source supported by a subset of Z)°°, where D is the above 
dense set. 
Thus, condition (Q) is quite strong and, moreover, not easy to verify. On the 
other hand, there are several cases when (Q) is automatically satisfied. For example, 
if the channel alphabets are discrete countably infinite spaces then the requirement 
(a) above is satisfied so that (Q) is satisfied as well. This type of channel alphabets is 
not of much interest so that it would be desirable to find more general conditions 
than condition (Q). In the written version of the author's conference talk [15] it is 
shown that the following idea works well. 
To this end observe the following. Let {(0>(m), A(m), pm)}m = 1 denote Gray-Kieffer 
sequence so that P0(m) is the unbounded component of @>(m). Since 3P(m + 1) 
refines 0>(m), given any compact set K c A we find a m0 such that for m 2; m0, 
P0(m) does not intersects. Consequently, given a e > 0 we can find a m0 such that 
for m ^ m0, 
sup dA(pm(a), a) < e , 
aeK 
i.e., pm converge uniformly on compact sets to the continuous identity map on A 
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By a result of Topsoe [16]. if a sequence {>cm]m=, of probability measures on (A, st) 
converges weakly to x, then xmpm ' -> M weakly as well. Henceforth, if Xm, X e i(A) 
and 2,„ -> A weakly, then (Am^
1)Ar -> AN weakly on (AN, sJN) for all N = 1. Thus, 
for large m, the maps pm behave as if they were nearly continuous. It is shown in 
[15] that this idea and the related kind of continuity relative to quantizers suffices 
in order to carry over all steps of the proofs given below in Section 5. Thus, the only 
condition really needed for the block transmission theorems is that of weak con-
tinuity. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
So far, the concept of block transmissibility has been defined only for finite alpha-
bets. In what follows, we put 2(k) = pk(Z), X(m) = rm(X), f(m) = sm(Y), and 
9(k) = pk(V), respectively, where Z, X, Y, V are alphabet A, B, C, A processes 
and pk, rm, s,„ are the corresponding quantizer maps. A source [A, p] is said to be 
block transmissible over \B, v, C] if there is a M 0 such that for any m 2: M0 and 
any k S: 1 the following holds: given e > 0 there are a Ar and a pair of block codes 
of order N, say $,(/c, m) : A(k)co -> B(m)x and <P2(m, k) : C(m)
cc -* A(k)':o such that 
Prob [B(k)N * ($2(m, k) f(m))
N] = e . 
Our first result, the negative part of the coding theorem, requires only stationarity 
and existence of asymptotically accurate sequences of quantizers of the alphabets 
A, B, and C. Thus, we have the following assertion. 
Theorem 1. Let A, B, and C be standard spaces. If a stationary source [A, p.] is 
block transmissible over a stationary channel [B, v, C] then H(p) ~ C*(v). 
The positive part may be formulated as follows. 
Theorem 2. Let [A, p] be a stationary and ergodic source with alphabet a standard 
space. Assume that [£, v, C] is a stationary channel satisfying condition (Q) for all 
positive entropy input sources \B, A] e £(B). If H(p) < C*(v) then [A, p] is block 
transmissible over [B, v, C]. 
Theorems 1 and 2 show that for channels which satisfy condition (Q) the in-
formation quantile capacity has the desired operational meaning in the sense that it 
can be expressed as some kind of operational joint source/channel block coding 
capacity (cf. [3] for a discussion concerning operational channel capacities). 
5. THE PROOFS 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall use also the process notation for in-
formation theoretic quantities, e.g., H(p) = H(X), H(/lw) = H(X(k)) for pw = 
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= fipk
 1, l(X(m), ?(m)) = /(Xv(m)), etc. We often do not specify the distribution of 
the process under consideration, this being always clear from the context. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that [A, /<] is block transmissible over [B, v, C]. 
That is, there is a M0 such that for all m = M0 and all k = 1 we can find block 
codes $t(k, m) and $2(m, k) of order TV with the properties that 
Prob [Z(k)N + V(k)N] = e , 
where V(k) = $2(m, k) Y(m). For fixed m and k, N depends only on e. The last 
inequality entails that 
TV-1VProb[Z(/c) i + V(k)t] =e. 
i = 0 
Let 
H(Z(k)N | V(k)N) = //(Z(fc)", V(k)N) - tf(K(fc)"). 
As Z(k) = pk(Z) and V(k) = ^2(m, fc) [sm(y)], the knowledge of n and v specifies 
the probability vectors needed to calculate the entropies on the right hand side so 
that the above conditional entropy is well-defined. Let K = \A(k)\ and, for L jg 1, 
let 
qL(e) = - e log £ - (1 - K) log (l - F) + e logL . 
By Fano's inequality 
H(Z(k)i | V(k)t) rg cjK(Prob [2(k), + F(fc)J) 
so that 
//(Z(fe)N' | K(fc)N) g JV"1 2 H(Z(fc),. | V(k)t = 
i = 0 
^ !V"lNZ 3*(Prob [Z(fc)( + F(fc)J) ^ cj^JV"
1 i V r o b [Z(fc); + V(fe),.]) =qK(e). 
i = 0 i = 0 
Now X(m) = ^^fc, m) Z(fc) is TV-stationary and we denote by h(X(m)) the limit 
function from Shannon-McMihan-Breiman theorem forX(m). Also let h(X(m) | Y(m)) 
designate the limit function for the conditioned process X(m) | Y(m) (for this it 
suffices again to require the knowledge of the joint distribution of X(m) and Y(m) 
and of its marginals). Then 
i(X(m), Y(m)) = h(X(m)) + h(f(m)) - h(X(m), f(mj) = 
= h(X(m)) - h(X(m) | Y(m)). 
Using standard techniques based on Markov inequality (cf. [3] or the proof of 
Theorem 10 in [9] we get the estimates 
Prob [h(X(m)) = H(Z(k)) - qK(e)^] = qK(e)^ ; 
Prob [h(X(m) | Y(m)) = qK(e)^] = qK(e)^ 
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so that the density of the mutual information rate i(X(m), Y(m)) cannot be much 
smaller than the entropy of the source to be transmitted, i.e., 
Prob [i(X(m), Y(m)) < H(Z(k)) - 2qK(e)^] < 2 q ^ '
2 . 
Let 
C*(e) = sup sup {R\ fv(m)[i[fv(m)] < R] < s) . 





By letting e -* 0+ we get C* ^ H(fi.w). But this conclusion is valid for all m ^ M0 
and all k _: 1 so that we finally get C*(v) S H(y). • 
Remark 2. Our proof followed the lines of the proof of Theorem 10 in [9]. Alter-
natively, we could proceed as in [3]. However, the proof would become much more 
complicated in that it would again constitute a two-step procedure in the sense 
described in the introduction. 
P roof of Theorem 2. The proof will follow the lines of [5], Section VI. For 
finite alphabets A, B call a map _> : Ax -» Bx a sliding-block code if _> 0 TA — TB . _> 
and there is <$' : A2m+l -> B such that 
_>(z)0 = 4>'(z
2_m+1), zeAx, 
where, in accordance with our notations, z__m+I denotes the vector (z_m, ..., zm). 
As in [5] we start with the following assertion. 
(*) Let \B, X] e S(B), R > 0, 0 < e < 1 be such that 
£>(m'[i[fv(m)] < R] < e . 
Then there exist sliding-block codes $ : B(mY -* B(mY, 
W : B(mY x C(m)00 -* B~(mY such that tf(£(m) | 4>(X(m))) > R , 
fd^Wo, T(x(m)), Y(m))0) dlv^ < a , 
where dy is the usual Hamming distance. Using the results obtained in [6] on 
quantization of the mutual information rate one can easily extend well-known 
results of Jacobs [18] to the abstract alphabet setup. In particular, there is a TBX_-
invariant function i on _3°° x C* such that for any stationary channel [_3, v, C], 
;.v[i = i[Av]] = 1 . 
Now, we know that i[Av(m)] f i pv ] , and as shown in [6], there are invariant functions 
i(m) on B(mY x C(mY for which 
Xvm\i(m) = i[B
( m )]] = 1 
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and i(m) f i as m -+ oo. By observing that Theorem 4 of [19] makes use only of the 
double sources and their input marginals we can proceed as in [5], proof of Lemma 1, 
and get sliding-block codes <P and T with the desired properties. 
So, let [15, v, C] be weakly continuous at an input source [B, X] e £(B), and let 
us assume that 
^ (m)[/(lv (m)] < R] < e . 
By (*) we find sliding-block codes <P and T such that 
H(X(m) | <Z>(l(ra))) > R , 
\ dx(X(m)o, V($(X(m)), Y(m))0) d Tv
(m) < a . 
By the definition of a sliding-block code there exists a positive integer k such that 
for each n > 2k there is a map <f„ : B(m)" -> B(m)"'2k with the property that 
<K*)"1* =•*,(*"), A 6 % ) " , 
where xjl+i* = (# f c+1 , . . . , x„_t). Using the fact that the map r (-» Tv
(m) is continuous 
at X we can, given (5 > 0, find a pair (M, a) such that, if 
max \x^M(bM) - l<m)M(hM)\ < a 
6Me8(m)W 
then 
d.(*(/n)o, n ^ ( 4 - -»)o) d r > -
- j (̂X(ra)0, ?P(*(*(m)), y(ra))0)dA>
)! < «) . 
A sequence x" e B(m)" is said to be (M, a)-typical for a stationary source [B(ra), t(m)] 
if n g: M and the distance between ^m)M(hM) and the relative frequency of hM 
in *" is less than a, for all hM e B(m)M. Let [fi, T] e .#"(B) so that [B(ra),f(m)] e 
e J4"(B(m)). Then the source 
f w = n-1^V
m)T f l' (m) 
i = 0 
is stationary. Moreover, if [B(m), t(mJ] e S"(B(m)) then fW g £(B(mj). It follows as 
in [5] that given (M, a) for n 2: Ar(M, a) we have that 
max \¥m>M(bM) - l^M(hM)\ < a 
6<"eB(m)M 
for every [5 , T] G Ji"(B) such that f(m)" places mass one on a set of sequences from 
B(mf which are (M, a/2)-typical of l(m). Moreover 
E^m)dx(t(m)0, T(<P(X(m)), Y(m))0) « 
= U(£(m)0, W H ) . n»0)o)d[(«-
1I1rrB)/'«
)] = 
J i = 0 
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- J »_1"l/i(*Ho, n*(X(m)), %))0)d[(TTi)>>] = 
= J « ' ' ^ i ( % ) / . V(4>(X(m)), ?("«)).) d^(m) = 
= Erv(„„d„(^(m)", y(*(*(m)), f(m))
B). 
Finally, given (M, a), for n large enough there is a set Wfn) <= B(m)B such that 
|[W„(m)|| > exp2 (nK), <?„ is constant on W;
(ra), and any sequence in Wj;m) is (M, a/2)-
typical of A(m). Using these properties, one can find robust decoding sets in the sense 
of [3] and thereby obtain a (j| W„(m)j|, n, ^/e^channel code with slightly decreased 
rate, viz. 
I N f l ^ e x p 2 » ( i l - a | | 8 ( m ) | | ( 2 v l 8 ) ) . 
Now the proof of Theorem 2 follows standard arguments. Indeed, let H(fi) < C*(v). 
We can choose y > 0 and e > 0 so small that 
R - qm(2 v's) > H(n) + y 
for some fixed m ^ 1 satisfying H(/j) < C* (in this case, H(fiw) < C* for all k ^ 1). 
By the noiseless source coding theorem of [20] we encode [A(/c), pSk), Z(kj] into a n-
stationary channel input process which puts probability one on the set W^m) appearing 
above. This gives then the desired result. Q 
Remark 3. A direct proof can be based on the fact that 
H(fi(k)) = lira n"1 log L„(e, flw), 0 < s < 1 
where 
L„(e, A(t)) = min {[[El | E c A(k)", ^(,i)[C"(E)] > 1 - e} 
(cf. [20] for the proof). The idea is to couple this result directly with the fact that 
H(fi'-k)) < C*; Winkelbauer [21] used quite strong conditions on the channel in 
order to construct the desired joint source/channel code. However, his idea can be 
modified in the spirit of the above proof. On the other hand, Kieffer's approach is 
more informative because it gives positive results on transmissibility also in the case 
when the channel is weakly continuous only locally, i.e., at some fixed input source. 
6. CONCLUSION 
Kieffer ([9] and [5]) completely clarified the relations between weak continuity 
and d-continuity. In fact, he shows in [9] that any 3-continuous channel is weakly 
continuous, and in [5] he gives an example of a weakly continuous channel which is 
not d-continuous in a non-trivial way (this means that the channel is not equivalent 
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to a 3-continuous one; cf. [5]). Moreover, he shows that every stationary channel 
is "almost" continuous with respect to any input source [B, X] e <S(B), in the sense 
that we can construct a weakly continuous channel [B, v(X), C] for which vx = v(X)x 
for X almost all x e Bx. 
In case of metric alphabets we can replace the notion of 5-continuity by that of 
^-continuity, where the g-distance was introduced in [22] as a generalization of 
Ornstein's 3-distance. Another possibility is to employ the process definition of Q-
distance also introduced in [22]. We thus get three notions of continuity and it is 
an interesting open problem to clarify the relations among them. 
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